






35 Corporate Drive, Suite 150
Burlington, MA  01803
USA

October 15, 2015

Jonathan Kaplan, Esq.
General Counsel
ChargePoint, Inc.
254 East Hacienda Avenue
Campbell, California  95008
<jon.kaplan@chargepoint.com>

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL

Dear Jonathan:

This responds to your letter to my colleague Scott McGrath, and our subsequent telephone 
conversation, about a potential OCPP-related standards project to develop protocols for certain 
electric vehicle charging operations.  You and I discussed on the telephone some potential next steps, 
in the event that an OCPP project, or something like it, elects to launch as an open standards project 
at OASIS.  

As we discussed, our mutual understanding is that some developers and advocates of OCPP are 
considering a standardization project launch, but evaluating multiple organizations.  I'm not sure who 
the other potential hosts are, but as I related to you, no-one initiated a program with us yet.

Should that eventually occur at OASIS, all of our open standards projects operate under a clear set of 
rules, with specific notice provisions.  See our process rules at: https://www.oasis-open.org/policies-
guidelines/tc-process#formation    You can see from those rules that launch occurs when a draft 
project charter is proposed by the minimum number of OASIS members required.  In such cases, we 
welcome participation and input from any source, and routinely encourage the self-identified 
proposers to identify and pursue collaboration opportunities with any and all relevant stakeholders.   
So I expect that ChargePoint would have occasion for further conversations, if and when a project 
proposal like this launches at OASIS. 

Our intellectual property and licensing policies applicable to such projects are described in detail in 
our posted rules here:   https://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr    At the beginning of an 
OASIS project, a project's proposers may elect either royalty-bearing or royalty-free terms (as 

https://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/tc-process#formation
https://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/tc-process#formation
https://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr
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described in our policy) as the baseline for all contributions made into that project.  When any such  
program launches, we expect that industry stakeholders will engage actively – over what contributions
and potential contributions exist and are relevant, and what licensing terms may be available or 
appropriate in their respective views.  There's no coercion in that process from an open voluntary 
standards organization.  While we encourage broad engagement, those discussions and decisions are 
their market choices, not OASIS' decisions.  OASIS takes no position with respect to any known or 
suggested IPR claims of any party.  As in other accredited standards bodies, it's the exclusive task of 
participants and stakeholders each to assess and address the existence and relevance of any other 
existing technologies or claims.  

In our standards work at OASIS, a large share of our projects relate generally to data exchange, control
and process standards.  The majority of our projects chose to proceed as royalty-free works.  However,
we also have hosted royalty-bearing projects;  the parties who choose to initiate each project choose a
licensing mode they deem appropriate.  

As you and I also discussed, should such an open standards project emerge, at OASIS or other similar 
organizations, ChargePoint will have several clear opportunities to advance its position:

• Nothing has prevented your company and other stakeholders from discussing opportunities 
and terms for potential collaboration on a standard, at any time.  Indeed, you might already be
conducting those industry conversations.   None of that would come to our attention at OASIS 
until a standards project is launched with us.

• As soon as an open standards project is being launched, you and other potential stakeholders 
have the opportunity to further discuss mutually agreeable terms – including what license 
arrangements might permit all known stakeholders to collaborate.  We encourage such 
discussions, especially at the launch of a new project, when it may have the most influence on 
the project's parameters.  But I must caution you that OASIS is not a decision maker in that 
process.  ChargePoint and other stakeholders in your technical domain should interact directly 
about such issues;   OASIS is no-one's representative, and communication with us is not 
communication with other stakeholders.  

• Whether or not ChargePoint chooses to engage actively in an OASIS project, should one occur, 
OASIS rules permit any party, including non-members, to make their patent or other IPR claims
publicly known to participants in a project and its users.  We re-post all such assertions 
uncritically as a service.  You can see an example of this posting (for another unrelated project) 
here:  https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/security/ipr.php   Both OASIS members and 
nonmembers can take advantage of that public notice opportunity.  Should an OCPP-related 
project launch at OASIS, we encourage ChargePoint to take advantage of this notice facility 
whether or not you join the project.   

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/security/ipr.php
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You raise some other concerns in your letter which appear premature, given that no project is 
underway, nor even has been defined.  I mention "defined" as a key step because industry interactions
over a proposed standards project often include negotiation of its scope.   Parties may find common 
ground, by identifying activities or functions which it is agreed do not read on a given party's claims.  
We encourage ChargePoint to engage in those types of defining conversations, if you wish, but again, 
talking to OASIS does not constitute talking to your industry peers.   For clarity's sake, let me broadly 
mention a few of the points you made.   

• You make various assertions on which we have no views.   OASIS has not assessed any claims of
particular patents or licenses, their coverage, scope, or validity, their essentiality to any given 
project or technology, nor the appropriateness of any proposed terms.   Nor need we do so, as 
– like ISO, ANSI and other similar entities – we are a neutral host, not a market participant, and
do not make such evaluative legal or business judgments.     

• You suggested that ChargePoint might suffer harm, or be unjustly or unreasonably excluded, if 
an OCPP-like standards protocol emerges on a royalty-free basis.  As noted above, this is 
premature and highly speculative.  However, if such a perceived harm arose to any party, then 
we believe generally that our rules provide for complete mitigation via self-help:  any such 
party may elect whether to participate in any project on the terms agreed by its proponents, or
not, and whether to implement it or not;   such a party may in any case assert and post the 
OASIS claim notices described above;  and importantly, such a party retains its ability to 
enforce any of its valid and retained rights, at law.   As with many open standards bodies, none 
of our rules or methods would interfere with or impair those self-help options.  

• You may imply, if I read your letter correctly, that the possible presence of ChargePoint's 
competitor(s) in any such project could disadvantage ChargePoint.  As you may know, most 
open standards projects involve cooperation among direct competitors, proceeding openly and
voluntarily.  It is this nature of accredited open standardization that accounts for it being a safe 
harbor in many antitrust and competition law regimes.   Your highly hypothetical statements 
about possible unfairness appear to be only that, at this point, and thus we were not inclined 
to understand them as threats.   You also confirmed to me in our subsequent phone 
conversation that your communication is not a threat of litigation.

• You suggest that ChargePoint "[is] willing" to license some of its presumably-relevant asserted 
rights "on reasonable terms."   OASIS has no views about appropriate terms;  that conversation
would best occur among market participants.   Such an offer if made might be a good 
conversation-starter for ChargePoint.   Again, however, we're not them:  talking to OASIS does 
not constitute talking to your industry peers.   
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As noted above, all of the foregoing matters are speculative and premature until, at the very least, 
there is an active, defined project proposal.   Some of them may also be entirely nonexistent or 
inchoate until any such project launches and then issues something of substance.   

By our phone conversation, we have begun the open dialogue you sought, and I appreciate your time 
in doing so.   For concrete next steps, may I suggest the following:

• Should an OCPP-related project launch at OASIS, we will as usual encourage proposers to seek 
potential participation from all relevant stakeholders, though without providing legal advice.  
I assume that we have your authority to indicate to any such proposer group that ChargePoint 
is interested in discussing the possible consensual terms of a royalty-bearing project.

• As noted above, we note that you need not wait for that to happen, but rather, can conduct 
such industry-stakeholder conversations as you wish at any time. 

• In the interest of promoting a possible positive tone for any such collaborative conversation, 
we suggest that we do not distribute your letter (or this reply) at this time.  We are under no 
obligation of confidentiality regarding your correspondence, and reserve the right to distribute 
it as advisable in our sole discretion.  Still, OASIS always would like to see friendly industry 
cooperation where possible, and your letter might not have that effect.  So we suggest that we 
not accidentally impair collaboration potential by circulating it initially, while constructive 
engagement is an option.  (However, per our policy that assures a right of public notice, we will
accept whatever direction you give us, at or after any project launch, to publish this or any 
other relevant notice from you, after confirming it with you.)    

Obviously, our policies and procedures are as stated in our published rules.  You must review them in 
order to make your own determinations;  nothing I say here is an amendment or modification, nor am 
I authorized to make any commitment in derogation of those rules.   OASIS does not and cannot 
provide legal advice to any market participant.   

We hope that this reply provides some practical assistance to you in your planning for ChargePoint;  
we hope to be able to chat with your company about positive voluntary opportunities for 
collaboration at some future date.   Please feel free to call me or my colleagues at OASIS at any time.

Kind regards,

James Bryce Clark
General Counsel, OASIS

cc:   Scott McGrath, COO, OASIS
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August 31, 2016

David Bloch
Winston & Strawn
101 California Street
San Francisco, CA  94111
<dbloch@winston.com>

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL

Dear Mr. Bloch:

I believe you already have been contacted by our outside counsel at Duane Morris regarding the 
trademark issues raised in your letter dated August 17, 2016.   Your assertions required us to consult, 
and we ask you to work directly with Nicole McLaughlin on those matters as she requested.

There are, however, some other actions and issues raised by your client, to which I can reply directly.  
As an open standards host platform, normally we will readily discuss possible issues directly with 
stakeholders, in order to help find common ground.  However, as your client now is represented by 
counsel, and has actively asserted a claim, we do not anticipate communicating directly with 
ChargePoint for now (other than including its inside general counsel in correspondence with you).  It's 
unfortunate that your client prefers a litigation approach to negotiation, as that is likely to chill the 
opportunities for constructive engagement, but we'll respond as best we can under the circumstances.

For that reason, I am mentioning to you the other interactions of which we are aware, as we'll only be 
responding through you as counsel for the present time.  

As you noted, your client is a commercial entity in the electric vehicle charging space.  OASIS members
have been discussing the possible launch of a voluntary open standards project in that domain for 
some time.   ChargePoint's Jon Kaplan wrote us on September 23, 2015, indicating some company 
interest in opportunities to work together on a common standard.  However, he also stated that your 
client might have patent claims that might be relevant to a (then‐speculative) new standards project.  
We encouraged ChargePoint to engage openly and in a pro‐competitive fashion with other possible 
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stakeholders, to see if some kind of common ground could be reached.  This all is addressed in my 
October 15, 2015 reply to Mr. Kaplan, which is attached for your convenience.  

Your recent letter suggests that OASIS chose an IPR licensing approach.  This is incorrect.   OASIS is a 
neutral open standards platform, without an independent interest in IPR outcomes.  Our rules permit 
members to decide what minimum licensing or nonassertion criteria ought to apply to a new OASIS 
project, from among multiple options.  Those stakeholders conduct their own analysis.  As I noted to 
Mr. Kaplan last year, OASIS does not evaluate patent assertions and is a neutral, so your client's most 
effective path towards any constructive discussions has been, and continues to be, direct engagement 
with other industry participants.

In this case, the Open Charge Alliance, which we understand is a group of EV‐related companies, has 
been working openly on an "Open Charge Point Protocol" for a number of years now.  OCA is a key 
proposer (though not the only proposer) of the planned OASIS OCPP project, which just recently has 
been announced.  The proposers expressed a preference for the project to create royalty‐free 
standards, which our rules allow.

As this project was first being discussed, and we corresponded with Mr. Kaplan, we explicitly 
encouraged him to make clear any patent claims of ChargePoint that he might believe were relevant 
to the planned OASIS project.  As is common in our industry, our rules invite any claimant (including 
nonmembers) to post a public notice via OASIS, indicating its claim, so as to encourage parties to 
evaluate those claims as part of their own standards and implementation decisions.   (See sections 
8.2, 8.5 and 14.1 of our Intellectual Property Rights policy:  https://www.oasis‐open.org/policies‐
guidelines/ipr#disclosure.)  As you can see, some degree of clarity about the patents or patent 
applications in question is recommended.  Our invitation to ChargePoint to post such a notice stands, 
and I encourage your client to make any appropriate disclosure that it believes other stakeholders 
ought to consider.

Because the OASIS OCPP project only recently was announced, with the launch set to occur on 
September 7, 2016, there is no work product yet created by OASIS.  However, we have publicly posted 
the lists of voluntary participants, so there continue to be opportunities for your client to engage them
in discussion if it is inclined to do so.

More recently, your client's CTO Mr. Ajay Agrawal wrote my colleagues, in a letter dated August 23, 
2016 and also attached, apparently reiterating some of Mr. Kaplan's views:  

• (Mr. Agrawal asserts that "ChargePoint owns fundamental patents … [and] is willing to license 
[them] on a RAND basis...")   We have no views on this.  This is a matter for the 
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industrial parties in question.  OASIS encourages you and those parties to have those 
discussions in earnest, but does not participate in or evaluate such matters.

• (Mr Agrawal refers to OASIS "insisting" on a licensing approach or OASIS "deciding" to exclude 
or include various parties.)  No such decisions are taken by OASIS, so his interest in discussing 
licensing matters with us unfortunately is misplaced.  ChargePoint should address any such 
concerns to the industry stakeholders who are responsible for, or can influence, those 
decisions.   

Mr. Agrawal asks for a phone conference but, under the circumstances of your involvement and 
ChargePoint's current assertions, we believe that further conversations between our organizations 
must only proceed through counsel at this point.  Please notify your client accordingly.

We will share your most recent letter with other relevant stakeholders in the new project, as part of 
our consultative process.   We will communicate further about other possible circulation of your 
correspondence shortly, as it is possible that your letter itself may qualify as a claim disclosure that we
may post.   I'm also happy to talk with you at any time if it would be helpful.   Thank you for your 
attention.  

Sincerely,

James Bryce Clark
General Counsel, OASIS

cc:   Scott McGrath, COO, OASIS
        Nicole McLaughlin, Esq.
        Jonathan Kaplan, Esq.
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James Bryce Clark 
General Counsel, OASIS 
35 Corporate Drive, Suite 150 
Burlington, MA 01803 

<j arnie.clark@oasis-open. org> 

Re: OASIS's "Open Charge Point Protocol" project 

Dear Mr. Clark: 

Your September 1 letter (despite the August 31 date) comes as a surprise. 

101 California Street 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

T +1 415 5911000 
F +1 415 5911400 

DAVID S. BLOCH 
Partner 

(415)591-1452 
dbloch@winston.com 

OASIS's Dee Schur contacted ChargePoint' s A jay Agrawal on August 17 to warn of an impending 
"[d]eadline to join OCCP EV charging data standard initiative." Schur's message starts by identifying 
OASIS's "Open Charge Point Protocol project," notes that "you will be impacted by this standard," and 
closes by promising, "I'm happy to walk you through your options." Mr. Agrawal responded on August 
23, reiterating ChargePoint's position (stated clearly since 2015) that the decision to insist on an "IP 
nonassertion" obligation as the price of admission to the OCPP standard-setting body improperly 
forecloses ChargePoint's participation. Mr. Agrawal closed his letter by accepting Schur's invitation to 
talk. But OASIS did not respond to Mr. Agrawal. 

Instead, I got a letter from you. 

Your letter is in effect an invitation to sue your new standard's "key proposer," OCA, and the unnamed 
"other proposers," while asserting that OASIS itself has no role to play in what you term "the OASIS 
OCPP project." Respectfully, however, I think you misunderstand the law as it relates to hub-and-spoke 
conspiracies in restraint of trade-including hub-and-spoke conspiracies designed to boycott the holders 
of key IP. To that end, I would suggest that you review Cascades Computer Innovation LLC v. RPX 
Corp., 2013-2 Trade Cas.~ 78,604. 

Ironically, while your letter arrived unsolicited on Thursday, I still have not received a substantive 
response from OASIS's trademark counsel concerning your client's decision to adopt ChargePoint's own 
name as the key part of OASIS's proposed standard while excluding ChargePoint from the standards
setting process-despite the promise of an answer by September 2. 

SF:413748.1 
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ChargePoint wants to work within the standards-setting process but not at the cost of being forced to 
involuntarily license its intellectual property rights for free to all of ChargePoint's competitors. 
ChargePoint therefore reiterates its invitation to engage in a substantive business (rather than lawyer
driven) discussion with OASIS and the unnamed "proposers" your letter mentions. Your letter does not 
suggest any appetite for such discussions on OASIS's part, but perhaps your membership will view the 
situation differently. 

We will look for your response no later than September 12. Thank you. 

DSB:tt 

cc: Jon Kaplan, ChargePoint 

SF:413748.1 












